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Appearing in CET Entrance Exam

With a rise in demand for management professionals and engineers possessing 
adequate skills and knowledge, more and more students are appearing for entrance 
exams such as CAT, MAT and CET and IIT JEE to secure admission in best institute. 
Every year scores of students appear in CAT but as the numbers of seats are limited 
only the best ones manage to get admission in IIMs. Remaining students who are 
also very capable try to give their best short in other entrance exams, one of which is 
CET entrance exam. Unlike CAT, CET mainly constitutes questions which are of easy 
or moderate level. 

CET Entrance Exam is primarily speed based exam which consists of 200 question 
and you get 150 minutes to solve them. It means you have less than one minute per 
question if you are going to attempt each and every question. Thus, one must 
practice a lot by solving practice tests and sample papers which will help you increase 
your writing speed as well as accuracy level before taking CET entrance exam. In 
contrast to CAT which has sectional cutoffs, in CET there is no sectional cutoff means 
you are not required to perform really well for each type of questions. So, if you are 
stuck in some question no need to waste your precious time over it, rather go ahead 
to solve remaining part of the examination.

Visual reasoning is perhaps one of the most unique and special aspect of CET. There 
are 30 to 35 questions belonging to this category thereby providing a perfect level 
playing ground to all candidates irrespective of their specialization. No matter you are 
an engineer or a commerce graduate, under this section your chance to excel is 
tantamount to that of others. Entrance test for engineering like IIT JEE are also 
very difficult to crack and requires great amount of effort and dedication. In such a 
scenario, the role of educational consultants and career counselor becomes very vital 
in order to secure admission in best college after cracking CET, MBA or an Entrance 
Test for Engineering.

This is because many students do not have sufficient knowledge about preparation 
methods which are essential for cracking these tough MBA and engineering entrance 
exams. In India, Career Guardian is leading education consultancy providing its 
students with adequate inputs to help them get admission in best college. Career 
Guardian has a team of highly professional and experienced counselors who give 
individual attention to each student to help them work on their strengths and 
weaknesses. With sincere efforts from your end and proper guidance of Career 
Guardian, you can uncover the key to doors of top management colleges of the 
world.

For more information, please visit www.careerguardian.in 

http://www.careerguardian.in/
http://www.careerguardian.in/cet-engineering-entrance.php
http://www.careerguardian.in/cet-engineering-entrance.php


MCA Entrance Exam for Students

One of the most popular courses, the MCA course is a three years post graduate 
program that deals with competency in the software field. Suggested as a wonderful 
course to help you find a great career opportunity, this course is offered for every 
graduate who loves to play with the minute know-how of software techniques. 
Placing students in a number of multinational corporations with attractive packages, 
the course is highly adored in India.

Eligibility for MCA Course: MCA courses are offered for graduates who have 
mathematics as an important subject in the intermediate level.

Admission Procedure: Normally, the procedure of an entrance exam is followed 
by getting an admission in MCA courses, but a few colleges offer other admission 
methods such as group discussions and interviews.
The MCA entrance exams of different universities are conducted separately. These 
are generally based on mathematic tests and an analytical check of aspirants.
Nevertheless, colleges also consider student's score in All India MCA Common 
Entrance Test (AIMCET). This entrance exam is conducted by Indian Institute of 
Technology, Roorkee on a country basis. Mostly MCA entrance exams are objective 
by nature and take hardly two to three hours to complete them

MCA Education Counseling-

To get an admission in the MCA colleges, many applicants take the help of education 
counselors to get some crucial admission advice. These education counselors make 
them aware of the nature of the exam and brief about major topics that can be asked 
in the MCA entrance exam or the interview procedure. Few counselors perform virtual 
counseling, which is a demo of counseling done at MCA colleges. The admission 
advices that are offered by the counselors put a vote of trust of the candidates in us 
thus creating a comfort zone for them.

Counseling at Colleges

After releasing of the results of MCA entrance exams, education career counseling 
is conducted at universities too. In this counselling program, students are introduced 
to the nature of the course, fee structure and many more proceedings. Here, 
aspirants also come across to the semester structure of their courses.

MCA as a gleaming career

The MCA course offers forte in various genre of software, which are respectively 
Systems Management, Systems Development, Systems Engineering, Application 
Software, Internet, Management Information Systems (MIS), Software Development, 
Troubleshooting, Hardware Technology and Networking.
In the present scenario, when everything is dependent on computer, MCA courses are 
taken as a shortcut to cherished lifestyle. Hired in top notch software companies such 
as Infosys, Microsoft, IBM, Tata Consultancy Services, ORACLE etc, MCA graduates 
are enjoying the finest of professional success and personal growth.

For more information, please visit www.careerguardian.in

http://www.careerguardian.in/
http://www.careerguardian.in/
http://www.careerguardian.in/


CET Entrance Exam: Crack The CET With The Help Of 
excellent Guidance and Counseling

CET- Common Entrance Test is a competitive entrance examination, which students 
coming from various streams take to get admission into a good and reputed college 
of their choice. Most of the students think that CET stands for management entrance 
test of Maharashtra, but the fact is that it varies from state to state. Karnataka has 
its own CET exams where not only management aspirants compete but there is also 
CET conducted for Medical and Engineering examinations. 

Before appearing in CET examination, students are required to fulfill certain criteria 
– he should be a graduate with a minimum of 50% marks in the qualifying 
examination. If anyone is studying or appearing in his final year’s examination, he 
also can apply provided he secures 50% marks in the final exams. For reserved 
category students, the minimum percentage is reduced to 45%.    

As CET is not a section-based paper, it requires a proper planning and time 
management while taking the papers. 
 
How to Crack CET

Competition in CET is always thought to be tough and absorbing, but still it can be 
cracked easily if proper career guidance and counseling is taken. For this, students 
have to assess the various career guidance giving options available before enrolling 
any for their expert advice. 

Most of the career guidance cells and counseling services help students by providing 
technicalities of time management, tips on giving answers of more questions in less 
time, and study materials that benefits the students. 

Last but not the least, admission advice and counseling services raise the 
confidence level among students to crack the CET with ease by following the 
guidelines offered by them and an organized approach.

Benefits of Career Guidance and Counseling Services  

Proper guidance: One of the most important aspects before appearing in CET is 
cracking the code – how to go about the test?  Career guidance services help the 
students in charting out a full proof plan of action before taking the CET. They have 
appointed experience heads as faculty members to give the students various tips on 
getting admission through CET. 

Offer study material: Importance of career and guidance services can be assessed 
through the fact that these service providers give the students a study material that 
is prepared by evaluating previous entrance tests. This well-prepared study material 
can be very useful for the students to get through the CET entrance test.   
 
Mock tests: Not only this, the career and guidance services also organize mock tests 
that help the students in getting an actual feel of the real examination atmosphere, 
making a self-assessment and knowing their weaknesses and strengths before sitting 
for the CET.  

http://www.careerguardian.in/
http://www.careerguardian.in/cet-engineering-entrance.php


 How to Find Career Guidance Services Online:

In the age of information technology, it is not difficult to find information regarding 
the subject. There are numerous online websites that offer services and information 
about Career Guidance. It’s just a click away. 

For more information, please visit www.careerguardian.in.

http://www.careerguardian.in/
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